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But Rome scored only a paper victory. It was never car-
ried into effect. The document was not even signed by the
Patriarchs of Antioch and Alexandria, prelates intimately
concerned in the matter. Paper victory though it was, the
Council of Florence furnished a powerful argument for
the Roman propaganda to recover portions of the lost
adherents.1
Roman Catholic missionary activity among the Eastern
churches was stimulated by the failure of the Council of
Florence, was further increased by the founding of the
Society of the Jesuits in 1543, and was definitely organ-
ized under the Propaganda of the Faith, established in
1622 by Pope Gregory XV. The work of proselytizing, or,
from the Roman point of view? the work of restoring to the
mother church, was directed not only toward the "schis-
matical" Greek Church, but toward the "heretical" na-
tional churches, whose dissent from the decisions of one or
another of the general councils placed them in a different
category from that of the Greek Church, which accepted
them all. The policy adopted in all cases was by preach-
ing Catholic doctrine to honeycomb a given church until,
through individual conversions, a sufficient number of ad-
herents, lay and clerical, warranted the formation of a sepa-
rate body, with the name Catholic added to the original name.
Such churches share the general name of Uniats or Uniates.
It has always been assumed that any given union with Rome
constitutes an actual reunion, a return to an early allegiance
that had been forsworn when the original schism was effected.
This was strongly brought out in 1599 at the Synod of
Diamper, which was convened " for the increase of Catholic
faith among the Syrians of Malabar," and which claimed
to put an end to a separation which had lasted over a thou-
sand years.2 The basis of union has ever been submission
to papal authority and acceptance of Catholic doctrine. In
1	Before the Turkish occupation in 1453 nine ruptures and renewals
of relations between the Sees of Rome and Constantinople have been
counted.   The first lasted ninety-three years, from 489 to 582; it was
concerned with matters of jurisdiction, not of dogma.
2	"The Greek and Eastern Churches/' by W. P. Adeney, p. 529,

